
VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN REVIEW BOARD 

 
Village Hall 

801 Burlington Avenue 
 

April 21, 2021 
7:00 P.M. 

 
AGENDA 

 
1. Roll Call 

2. Approval of Minutes from the March 17, 2021 meeting 

3. Public Hearing 

a. 21-ADR-0002:  a petition seeking a Certificate of Appropriateness to 
renovate a local Historic Landmark, located at 5 Jacqueline Drive, Downers 
Grove, IL (PIN 09-07-400-002 and 09-07-400-003).  Michael J. Davenport, 
Petitioner and Maureen & Mark Grove , Owner.  
 

4. Old Business 

5. New Business 

6. Public Comment 

7. Adjournment 
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VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN REVIEW BOARD  

MINUTES OF MARCH 17, 2021, 7:00 P.M. 
 
 
Chairwoman Gassen called the March 17, 2021 of the Architectural Design Review Board to 
order at 7:00 p.m. and requested a roll call:  
 
1.  ROLL CALL  
 
PRESENT: Chairwoman Gassen, Mr. Styczynski, Ms. Chalberg, Mr. Lerner, Mr. Reimer 
 
ABSENT: Ms. Acks, Mr. Renner 
 
STAFF: Stan Popovich, Community Development Director 
  Jason Zawila, Planning Manager 
  Flora Ramirez, Development Planner 
   
VISITORS: David Hene, 5207 Main Street, Downers Grove 

Erin Venezia. Downers Grove Downtown Management Corporation 
 
 
2.  APPROVAL OF FEBRUARY 17, 2021 MEETING MINUTES 
 
Motion by Mr. Reimer, second by Chalberg to approve the minutes of the February 17, 
2021 meeting.   Minutes were approved by voice vote.  Vote: 5-0 
 
3.  OLD BUSINESS 
   

 Design Review Project – Ch. Gassen briefly reviewed the expected process that would 
be followed, stating the board would only be providing a recommendation tonight to the Village 
Council.   
 

 Design Review Process – Planning Manager Zawila explained tonight’s meeting was 
the culmination of meetings that occurred over the past eight months with four discussion items 
to be discussed, followed by public comment, and then a motion to follow after each discussion 
item.  The motions would be recommendations to the Village Council. 

 
 Planning Manager Zawila recalled for the board that they completed two primary tasks 

during their meetings.  The first was the update to the Downtown Design Guidelines, where the 
ADRB was closely involved with making changes and providing input.  At this point, Manager 
Zawila asked if the members had any further input regarding the design guidelines.    

 
Ch. Gassen invited board comments regarding the revised design guidelines.  None 

followed except that she pointed out to staff that when an overlap between the design guidelines 
and items in the Village’s zoning ordinance occur, to reference the zoning ordinance in the 
design guidelines so that developers see the requirements/clarifications.  Staff was supportive 
of the recommendation.   

 
Ch. Gassen invited the public to comment on the design guidelines.  None followed.  

She entertained a motion to approve the Downtown Design Guidelines. 
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Mr. Reimer made a motion that the ADRB recommend that the Village Council 
approve the updated Design Guidelines with the modification to include any reference to 
the relevant zoning ordinance and include the grammatical modifications previously 
submitted by Ms. Acks.  Second by Mr. Lerner.  Roll call:  

 
 AYE:  Reimer, Lerner, Chalberg, Styczynski, Gassen 
 NAY:  None 
 Motion passed unanimously. 

 
Moving the discussion to the second primary task, which was to examine the review and 

approval process for design, Manager Zawila proceeded to present slides depicting the village’s 
current review process and the feedback that was received from the board’s last meeting. 

 
Ch. Gassen invited members to provide further input regarding the review and approval 

process for design.   Ms. Chalberg asked that a legend be listed on the zoning map.  No further 
board comments followed.   

 
Ch. Gassen opened up the discussion to public comment.  No public comments were 

received.  Ch. Gassen entertained a motion.   
 
Mr. Lerner made a motion that the ADRB recommend that the Village Council 

maintain the status quo as it relates to design review for the following property 
improvements: interior remodel, fire suppression/alarm, waterproofing, lawn irrigation, 
roofing changes, fences, AC/generators, parking lot repairs, detached garages, sheds, 
new single family homes, special uses, and PUDs.  Second by Mr. Reimer.  Roll call:  

 
 AYE:  Lerner, Reimer, Chalberg, Styczynski, Gassen 
 NAY:  None 
 Motion passed unanimously. 

 
In addition, Planning Director Stan Popovich reported there were no public comments 

received regarding tonight’s discussion points.  Ch. Gassen acknowledged that an email was 
sent to Downtown Management regarding tonight’s meeting.  Member Chalberg voiced her 
surprise to see no businesses commenting or attending. 

 
Moving to the next topic of discussion:  improvements that currently do not require a 

permit, Manager Zawila referenced slides on the overhead and recalled the current review 
process.  He stated the ADRB agreed that five improvements were recommended to have some 
level of design compliance but did not necessarily have to comply:  landscaping, paint, window 
replacement, siding, and door replacement.  For those items, the property owner would be the 
decision maker while staff would act as a consultant.   

 
Considering the process and having some form of a registration process, including a 10-

day review process similar to permits, Manager Zawila reviewed the potential consequences 
that could take place:  1) it becomes a process that offers a line of communication with staff and 
the downtown stakeholders; 2) it would impact of the workload, such as reviewing landscaping; 
3) stakeholders may not register their project with the village and therefore not get compliance; 
4) the registration process could be seen as an additional government regulation; and 5) no 
guaranty existed that a stakeholder’s plans would change based on staff’s recommendation.   

 
Mr. Lerner voiced disappointment that some of the options did not reflect the consensus 

of the board at the last meeting, especially for those items listed that affected the appearance of 
the downtown area and for the consultation to occur.   He summarized that one option proposed 
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to do nothing while the other option proposed to establish a process that had no consequences.  
He emphasized that other communities appeared to make things work and suggested that the 
village may need to require a permit for such items but only after a consultation take place first.  
The owner would remain the decision maker but it forced the owner to discuss the design 
guidelines with staff.  Ms. Chalberg expressed concern that if no consequences existed, it took 
the village back 10 years when no design guidelines existed at all.  She supported a program 
that encouraged the guideline process.  More creative ideas needed to be discussed. 

 
Mr. Lerner inquired how many projects actually came up in the past that were issues in 

the business district, wherein Manager Zawila indicated the matter was subjective and no 
documentation existed on what buildings received more complaints than others.  Comments 
voiced by the board included 1) the registration process could be over-reaching, 2) there 
needed to be a form of outreach program to the business owners, 3) if something was to be 
enforceable, it should include a permit, and 4) not recommend any of the five items as required 
unless one item stood out.    

 
The goal of the outreach program would convey that the registration process was a 

consultation with staff.  Compliance and motivation to comply would be key.  Ch. Gassen voiced 
no support for an owner needing a permit to paint or landscape his/her property while the other 
three items (window replacement, siding replacement, door replacement ) she could agree that 
compliance be gained because they impacted a neighborhood.  Outreach could also include a 
quarterly newsletter sent to owners.   

 
Ch. Gassen invited public comment.  None received.  A motion was entertained. 
 
Mr. Lerner made a motion that the ADRB recommend to the Village Council that 

the Village establish a permit system for downtown property owners that desire to make 
the following improvements to their properties:  1) window replacement, 2) siding 
replacement, and 3) door replacement.  Permits for these improvements will be granted 
following a brief consultation with village staff to review and recommend compliance 
with the Downtown Design Guidelines.   

 
Given the above motion Manager Zawila offered a couple of options to the board to 

consider; and rather than using the term “permit”, the board discussed using the term of 
“consultation.”   

 
Motion died for lack of a second.   
 
Discussion then centered on whether the board wanted compliance with any of the three 

remaining items (window replacement, door replacement, siding replacement) with Ch. Gassen 
and Mr. Lerner supporting a consultation-type process.  Mr. Lerner believed most business 
owners would do the right thing.  Having a newsletter would be a positive.  Manager Zawila, on 
the other hand, suggested that the board could recommend remain status quo for the 
improvements but recommend that the Village Council require a proactive outreach effort to 
communicate the guidelines/improvements to the community.  A short dialog was raised about 
the poor types of siding, EFIS material, and the argument behind a permit versus consultation 
versus a $5.00 permit fee charged versus a $400 permit fee charged if compliance does not 
occur with the guidelines.   

 
After the last comments received, Ch. Gassen entertained another motion. 
 
Mr. Reimer made a motion that the ADRB recommend to the Village Council to 

maintain the status quo as it relates to design review for those improvements that do not 
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currently require a permit.  In addition, Village Council shall provide direction to staff to 
increase the frequency for the outreach program, and consultation, related to compliance 
with the design guidelines that have been developed for the Downtown Business District.  
Second by Mr. Styczynski.   

 
Ms. Chalberg expressed that siding replacement should be a permit review, given that 

mistakes could be long-lasting.  Mr. Lerner preferred that window/door replacement and siding 
also be permit reviewed.  Roll call:    

 
AYE:  Reimer, Styczynski, Gassen 
NAY:  Chalberg, Lerner 
MOTION PASSED:   VOTE 3-2 
 
Moving to the fourth discussion item – improvements that require a permit currently – 

Manager Zawila walked through the current process for the ADRB.  He recalled from the last 
meeting, board members discussed five improvements:  new window or door, façade 
renovations (significant change to façade), additions, new multi-family structures and new 
commercial buildings.  At that time the board agreed:  1) an owner should be required to comply 
from the design guidelines, 2) staff would be the decision maker, and 3) the ADRB would serve 
as the appealing body.  A slide representing the process followed.   

 
Reviewing the consequences of this process, Manager Zawila pointed out 1) staff’s 

subjective judgment could fall under scrutiny of stakeholders and residents after approval was 
granted and the project started; 2) no public comment would be available unless due to the 
appeal process; 3) an increased administrative burden would exist on stakeholders/staff; and 4) 
the additional process could potentially discourage improvements from occurring.  Alternatively, 
staff provided another option where the ADRB could make the final decision.  If an appeal were 
to occur, then it would go before the Village Council for final decision.   

 
Manager Zawila walked through a slide reflecting the past five years of permit data 

(2010 to 2016) noting those projects that would have fallen into the above process, i.e., 43 
potential cases if the process was in the code requiring design compliance and going to the 
ADRB for a final decision.  He also pointed out that awnings – sometimes used as signage -- 
could change the improvement.  Currently, he estimated about one-half of the façade 
renovations were awning permits.   

 
A review of the process, under the ADRB, and its potential consequences followed:  

1) additional review time would be added to projects; 2) an additional cost to the applicant; 
3) the focus of the ADRB would change and include additional cases not seen before; and 
4) while the additional review process could discourage some owners, it could also result in a 
good design for the downtown which would become more common place.  Manager Zawila 
proceeded to explain three optional motions the board could consider as noted in the staff 
report. 

 
Questions followed if staff had certain (subjective) items that raised potential concern 

within the community and whether those items should be removed for review by a larger body 
other than staff.  Wherein, Manager Zawila indicated that façade renovations, additions, new 
multi-family and new commercial were items that would have the largest significant changes 
and where the design guidelines would have to be applied.  New window/new door would 
depend on the size of the opening.  Ch. Gassen also added that most multi-family structures 
would fall under the Special Use category, which would have a great impact to the downtown 
community and the public.   
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Ch. Gassen invited board comments.   
 
Turning to the potential consequences and staff’s assertion that subjective judgment 

would fall under scrutiny of stakeholders and residents, Director Popovich explained the 
concern becomes the interpretation of an item from staff’s perspective or a neighbor’s 
perspective.  Having a full board review allowed more feedback, open discussion, and 
comments from the public.  Ch. Gassen also pointed out that one of the goals (in the entire 
process) was to have community awareness earlier in the process.  She was fine with such 
improvements coming before this board for review and final decision.  Dialog between staff and 
the board followed on how such cases would differ in review by the Planning Commission 
versus the ADRB.  Mr. Lerner pointed out that decision standards would have to be developed. 
Director Popovich explained that such standards would have to be codified.  Different scenarios 
were discussed.   

 
Based on the 43 cases over the past five years, Mr. Styczynski inquired as to how much 

more would the ADRB have to meet if the above process were to be agreed upon by the board, 
wherein Manager Zawila relayed the ADRB would be expected to meet more frequently.  An 
explanation followed.   

 
Ch. Gassen opened up the meeting to public comment.  None received. 
 
Reviewing the topic of awnings, Manager Zawila reminded the board that the item would 

have to come through the process, if approved.   Some of those cases would be covered in the 
zoning ordinance, as mentioned by Ch. Gassen.  It was suggested that awnings be reviewed 
administratively by staff but if awnings were part of a façade renovation then it would come 
before the ADRB.  A straw poll was taken and the board agreed to remove awnings by itself, 
unless it was part of a façade renovation.   Ch. Gassen entertained a motion.  

 
Mr. Reimer made a motion that the ADRB recommend that the Village Council 

require design compliance with the following property improvements:   new 
windows/doors, façade renovations, additions, new-multi-family, and new commercial. 
The ADRB would serve as the decision maker, while the Village Council would serve as 
the appeal to ADRB decisions.  Second by Ms. Chalberg.  Roll call:   

 
AYE:  Reimer, Chalberg, Lerner, Styczynski, Gassen 
NAY:  None 
Motion passed unanimously.   

 
 Manager Zawila reminded the board the next step in the process was to provide a 
compiled report to the Village Council, which date was unknown at this time.   He appreciated 
the board’s input.  Ch. Gassen appreciated staff’s work and thanked those that were in 
attendance.  Per staff, a meeting was scheduled for next month.  
 
4.  ADJOURNMENT 
 
Chairman Gassen called for a motion to adjourn.   
 
Ms. Chalberg moved, seconded by Mr. Lerner to adjourn the meeting at 8:34 p.m.   
Motion carried unanimously.   
 
 
/s/ Celeste K. Weilandt  
(As transcribed by MP-3 audio) 
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APRIL 21, 2021 AGENDA 
 

 

SUBJECT:                                              TYPE:                                      SUBMITTED BY: 

 

 

21-ADR-0002 

5 Jacqueline Drive 

 

 

 

Certificate of Appropriateness 

 
 

Flora Ramirez, AICP 

Development Planner 

 
REQUEST 
The petitioners are requesting approval of a Major Certificate of Appropriateness for their home at 5 Jacqueline 

Drive per Section 12.502 of the Historic Preservation Ordinance. The petitioner is proposing to renovate the home 

by converting the existing attached garage into living space. As such the proposal includes removal of the garage 

door and modifications to the street facing facade. 

 

NOTICE 
The application has been filed in conformance with applicable procedural and public notice requirements. 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

OWNER:   Maureen and Mark Grove 

   5 Jacqueline Drive  

   Downers Grove, IL 60515 

 
PETITIONER:  Michael J. Davenport 

6636 Blackstone Dr. 

Downers Grove, IL 60516 

 

PROPERTY INFORMATION 
 

ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: English Country Revival 

BUILDING DATE:  Circa 1927 

HISTORICAL BUILDING USE: Single Family Residence 

EXISTING BUILDING USE: Single Family Residence 

PROPERTY SIZE:  39,158 Square Feet (0.90 acres) 

PIN:    09-07-400-002 and 09-07-400-003   

 

ANALYSIS 
 
SUBMITTALS 
This report is based on the following documents, which are on file with the Department of Community 

Development: 

 

1. Application/Petition for Public Hearing 

2. Project Summary 

3. Owner Consent Form 

4. Certificate of Acknowledgement Form 
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5. Photographs with descriptions 

6. Architectural Drawings  

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The petitioners are seeking a Certificate of Appropriateness for proposed renovations of their landmark 

property at 5 Jacqueline Drive under criteria in Sections 12.504 and 12.505 of the Historic Preservation 

Ordinance. The home was designated a local landmark on February 5, 2019 under criteria 12.302.B.3 of 

the Historic Preservation Ordinance: representation of distinguishing characteristics of an architectural 

style.  The English Country Revival home was constructed circa 1927.  

 

History and Existing Conditions of the Property 

The home at 5 Jacqueline Road is two stories with a dominant, steeply pitched, multi-gabled roof. The 

roofline is asymmetrical and adorned with a reverse dormer window on the east facade. The exterior 

building material is mainly brick with some sections comprised of stone. While the brick is mostly laid to 

create a flush wall surface, some bricks are haphazardly laid to create texture. The multi-paned windows 

can be found on the first and second floors surrounding the east, north, and west facades. An over-scaled 

chimney with decorative chimney pots is located on the west side of the home. Both entrances include 

wood entry doors. The garage is attached to the home by means of a “catslide” roof.  There was an 

addition placed on the northwest part of the home between 1927 and 1956.  The location of the addition 

replaced a previously attached patio to the residence. 

 

The property was surveyed in 1971-1975 as part of the Village Historic Building Survey. The report 

erroneously categorized this home as a Gothic Revival style; upon further review of the applicant’s 

application and consultation with the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency, English County Revival more 

accurately describes the architectural style of the home.   

 

Proposed Improvements 

The petitioner is requesting to renovate the home by converting the existing attached garage into living 

space. As such the proposal includes removal of the garage door. This façade would be restored with 

salvaged brick masonry and windows both having similar materials, colors, and textures as the existing 

home. The brick is proposed to be laid in an irregular pattern with some bricks skewed out slightly to 

create texture.  The proposed aluminum clad wood windows will match the existing windows by 

including simulated divided lites to help break up the glass panes and stone sill. New concrete steps and a 

landing are also proposed at the east entrance. This improvement will increase the size of the steps and 

landing while complimenting the overall style of the house. A one story brick and frame addition and 

patio is also proposed at the rear of the house. This addition, including the new metal roof, and patio will 

not be visible from the street and is not subject to the request for Major Certificate of Appropriateness.    

 

The proposed improvements requires the petitioners to successfully obtain a Major Certificate of 

Appropriateness per Section 12.502 of the Historic Preservation Ordinance. 

 

COMPLIANCE WITH HISTORIC PRESERVATION ORDINANCE 
The petitioner has outlined the request in the attached narrative summary, architectural drawings and 

photographs.  The applicant will further address the proposal and justification to support the requested 

Certificate of Appropriateness at the public hearing.  

 

A Major Certificate of Appropriateness requires evaluation based on Sections 12.504 and 12.505 of the 

Historic Preservation Ordinance, Reviewing Criteria for Certificate of Appropriateness and Design 

Guidelines for a Certificate of Appropriateness. Staff finds that the request complies with all the 

applicable criteria as identified below. 
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Section 12.504 

In making a determination whether to approve or deny an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness, 

the Board shall be guided by the Secretary of the Interior's "Standards for Rehabilitation", as follows: 

A. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires 

minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site environment;  
 The property shall remain a single-family home. This criteria is met. 

 

B. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved.  The removal of 

historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be 

avoided; 

 The garage door to be removed does not appear to constitute removal of historic materials or 

architectural features that contribute to the homes character. This criteria is met. 

 

C. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.  Changes 

that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or 

architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken; 

 The proposed alterations will not create a false sense of historical development. This criteria is 

met. 

 

D. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in 

their own right shall be retained and preserved; 

 This criteria does not apply. 

  

E. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship that characterize a 

building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity; 

 The distinctive stylistic features and examples of skilled craftsmanship that characterize the home 

shall be treated with sensitivity. This criteria is met. 

 

F. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced.  Where the severity of 

deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the 

old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities, and, where possible, materials.  

Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or 

pictorial evidence; 

 Deteriorated and historic features, when and if encountered, shall be repaired rather than replaced. 

The brick is proposed to be laid in an irregular pattern with some bricks skewed out slightly to 

create texture.  The proposed aluminum clad wood windows will match the existing windows by 

including simulated divided lites to help break up the glass panes and stone sill.  This criteria is 

met. 

 

G. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic 

materials shall not be used.  The surface cleaning of the structures, if appropriate, shall be 

undertaken using the gentlest means possible; 

 No chemical or physical treatments are proposed. This criteria is met. 

 

H. Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved.  

If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken; 

 This criteria does not apply. 

 

I. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic 

materials that characterize the property.  The new work shall be differentiated from the old 
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and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect 

the historic integrity of the property and its environment; 

 The proposed windows and masonry are different in appearance than the garage door. However, 

the new features will be compatible with the size and scale of the existing architectural features.  

This criteria is met. 

 

J. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a 

manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 

property and its environment would be unimpaired. 

 The proposed rear addition will not be visible from the street and is not subject to this Major 

Certificate of Appropriateness.  This criteria is not applicable.  

 

Section 12.505 

Design guidelines for applying the criteria for review of Certificates of Appropriateness shall, at a 

minimum, consider the following architectural criteria: 

A. Height - the height of any proposed alteration or construction should be compatible with 

the style and character of the landmark and with surrounding structures in a historic 

district; 

 This criteria is not applicable. 

 

B. Proportions of Windows and Doors - The proportions and relationships between doors and 

windows should be compatible with the architectural style and character of the landmark; 

 The petitioner is proposing to add aluminum glass wood windows with simulated lites. The 

window design is proportional and compatible with the architectural style and character of the 

landmark. This criteria is met. 

 

C. Relationship of Building Masses and Spaces - The relationship of a structure within a 

historic district to the open space between it and adjoining structures should be compatible;  

 This criteria is not applicable. 

 

D. Roof Shape - The design of the roof, fascia, and cornice should be compatible with the 

architectural style and character of the landmark;  

 This criteria is not applicable. 

 

E. Scale - The scale of the structure after alteration, construction, or partial demolition should 

be compatible with its architectural style and character and with surrounding structures in 

a historic district;  

 This criteria is not applicable. 

 

F. Directional Expression - Facades in historic districts should blend with other structures 

with regard to directional expression.  Structures in a historic district should be compatible 

with the dominant horizontal or vertical expression of surrounding structures.  Directional 

expression of a landmark after alteration, construction or partial demolition should be 

compatible with its original architectural style and character;  

 This criteria is not applicable. 

 

G. Architectural Details - Architectural details including types of materials, colors, and 

textures should be treated so as to make the landmark compatible with its original 

architectural style and character of a landmark or historic district;  
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 The applicant is proposing to remove a garage door. Restoration of this façade will include 

salvaged brick masonry and windows that will be of similar materials, colors, and textures as the 

landmark. This criteria is met. 

 

H. New Structures - New structures in a historic district shall be compatible with the 

architectural styles and design in said districts.   New structures will be added in the rear 

and will not be visible from the street.  

This criteria is not applicable. 

 

 

NEIGHBORHOOD COMMENT 
Staff received one general inquiry from the Forest Preserve District of DuPage County. Staff 

explained the petition and received the attached letter acknowledging the petition with no additional 

comments.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Staff finds the petition complies with the criteria in Sections 12.504 and 12.505 for a Major Certificate of 

Appropriateness.  Based on the findings above, staff recommends the Architectural Design Review Board 

approve the Certificate of Appropriateness for the proposed improvements at 5 Jacqueline Drive with the 

following conditions:  

1) The improvements shall substantially comply with the architectural drawings created by 

Davenport Architects dated March 8, 2021, except as to conform to applicable codes and 

regulations.  

2) No harsh chemicals or sandblasting techniques should be used on the subject property during any 

point of the construction and rehabilitation. Cleaning any historic feature shall be utilized 

completed with the gentlest means possible.  

Staff Report Approved By: 
 

 

 

__________________________ 

Stan Popovich, AICP 

Director of Community Development  

 
SP:fr 

-att 





  
 

March 8, 2021 

PROJECT SUMMARY / NARRATIVE LETTER 

5 Jacqueline Drive Certificate of Appropriateness Petition 
 

We are seeking a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) for an addition and renovation project 
for the HM Patton House Historic Landmark located at 5 Jacqueline Drive. The proposed 
addition will be completely obscured from the front / public view of the home.  The only visible 
change from the front of the home will be the removal of the garage door and replacement with 
windows and salvaged brick masonry for which a COA is required.  
 
The property was designated an historic landmark on February 5, 2019, most notably because it 
was determined to be a fine example of the English Country Revival style.  As stated in the staff 
review at the time: “The home showcases design elements such as dominant, steeply pitched, 
and multi gabled roofs. The exterior brick also includes haphazardly laid bricks to create texture. 
Additional design elements also include an asymmetrical roof, multi-paned windows, over-
scaled chimney, reverse dormer, and “catslide” roof above the attached garage.” 
 
The house also has several unique interior features, as shared in Judith Erickson’s original 
landmark application, including: 
 
• twenty-two-foot ceiling in living room supported by wood arch beams 
• two fireplaces 
• a balcony overlooking the living room 
• circular wooden staircases leading to the basement and second floor 
• hardwood floors throughout the first and second floors 
• period door hardware and floor tile 
• steam boiler and radiators 
• interior plaster stucco throughout first and second floors 
• wrought iron curtain rods, stairway railings, and gates 
• two laundry shuts 
• phone alcoves 
• uniquely shaped solid hardwood doors 
• period tile in first and second floor bathrooms with appointments 
 
As currently envisioned, the proposed project will preserve all of these features with the possible 
exception of the boiler, radiators, and some of the tilework.  Although the interior features are 
not part of the COA review process, our clients would like the board to know that they invested 
in this home because they love the historic nature of the entire home and intend to enhance and 
preserve its character, inside and out. 
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The following photos, dated October 20, 2018, from the original landmark designation 
application remain representative of the current conditions: 
 

 
Figure 1 - South Elevation 

 

 
Figure 2 - Southeast Elevation 
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Figure 3 - East Elevation 

 

 
Figure 4 - North Elevation 
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Figure 5 - West Elevation 

 
 
Attached to this application are the following six drawing sheets which depict the existing 
conditions and proposed addition and renovation work. 

1. Site Plan 
2. First Floor Plans 
3. Second Floor Plans 
4. South (Front) Elevations 
5. North Elevations 
6. East and West Elevations 
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We are requesting this COA because we believe the proposed removal of the garage door and 
subsequent brick masonry wall restoration and windows will meet all of the ‘Reviewing Criteria’ 
for a COA as described in the Downers Grove Municipal Code Section: 
 

• 12.504.A: The home shall be used for its historic purpose; 

• 12.504.B: The historic character of the home shall be retained and preserved. The 
garage door’s removal will not constitute a removal of historic materials or alteration of 
features that characterize the home’s style; 

• 12.504.C: The home will continue to be recognized as a physical record of its time, 
place, and use. There will not be any changes that create a false sense of historical 
development; 

• 12504.D: There haven’t been any changes since the property was landmarked that have 
acquired historic significance; 

• 12504.E: The distinctive stylistic features and examples of skilled craftsmanship that 
characterize the home shall be treated with sensitivity; 

• 12504.F: Deteriorated historic features, when and if encountered, shall be repaired 
rather than replaced; 

• 12504.G: Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to 
historic materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of the structures, if 
appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible; 

• 12504.H: No significant archaeological resources will be affected by this project; 

• 12504.I: The proposed exterior alterations shall not destroy historic materials that 
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old by its nature, 
in that the proposed windows and masonry are different in appearance that the garage 
door yet compatible with the size and scale of the existing architectural features such 
that the historic integrity of the property and its environment is preserved; 

• 12504.J: Since the proposed rear yard addition is completely obscured from the front 
yard view, the essential form and integrity of the home and its environment would be 
unimpaired. 

 
Further, we believe the proposed work complies with the ‘Design Guidelines and Reviewing 
Criteria’ for a COA applicable to this application as described in Section: 
 

• 12.505.B ‘Proportions of Windows and Doors’:  The proposed aluminum clad wood 
windows with simulated divided lites will be of a proportion and character compatible 
with the architectural style and character of the landmark;  

• 12505.E ‘Scale’:  The scale of the structure will be unchanged such that after alteration it 
will remain compatible with the home’s architectural style and; 

• 12.505.G ‘Architectural Details’: The proposed salvaged brick masonry wall restoration 
and the windows will be of similar materials, colors, and textures such that the landmark 
will remain compatible with its original architectural style and character. As specified in 
the drawings, the brick shall be laid with an irregular pattern of bricks skewed out slightly 
to match the appearance of the existing masonry.  The color, texture, dimension, and 
tooling of mortar shall match existing as close as possible.  
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We look forward to responding to any questions or concerns. 
 
Sincerely, 

 

Michael J. Davenport, ALA 

Architect 

Cc: Maureen and Mark Grove (Clients) 
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